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Ricky holds a PhD in Clinical Neuroscience from
King’s College London with a specialisation in
in vivo/in vitro neurodegenerative diseases and
expertise within the bio/deep tech investment
spaces from pre-seed through to pre-IPO and
secondary market companies. 

Ricky is currently working with ultra-high-net-worth groups and family
offices, along with top tier VCs advising on the science of investments,
further developing their network, relationships and facilitating some of the
best pre-vetted deals around. With a large LP network, Ricky is working with
GPs of VC funds by advising/facilitating their fundraise with LPs.

Ricky further advises bio/deep tech founders on the deep science of this field
along with investment outreach strategy and execution, with the ability to
make VC introductions due to his vast, tailored network.

A truly unique individual who speaks and understands the
startup/investment language. Ricky has carved a niche in the space of
bio/deep and with the knowledge gained from his PhD can contribute vastly
to the technical progress of startups and investment theses.
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Hourly Advisory Rate
£1,200/hr

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the deep science.

Technical consulting for experimental in vivo/ in vitro

experimental design if you’re within the biotech

sphere.

Internal due diligence for bio/deep tech startups to

evaluate and address potential red flags early on.

Idea validation and progression within the

neuroscience and AI world.

Pitch deck review and commercialisation potentials

along with connections to trusted IP attorneys to  

best assist/advise you.

Investor outreach strategy, formation, execution.

Investor/VC introductions - bio/deep tech specific.

Investor advisory for GPs of VC funds raising with LPs

and accelerator/incubator/studios portfolio startups

support.

Bio/deep tech technical advisory

Investor Advisory



Retainer 1
£10,000/Month

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the deep science.

Investor outreach strategy, formation, execution. 

Introductions to key industry leaders in bio/deep tech.

Investor advisory for GPs of VC funds raising with LPs

and accelerator/incubator/studios portfolio startups

support. 

Pitch deck reviews/pre-screening for bio/deep tech

startups.

Specific focus on investor advisory, business development,

and investor relations within the bio/deep tech market.

Ideally for VC funds, accelerator/incubator/studios, family

offices, UHNWs who require an expert advisor with a vast

network in an ultra specific niche field. Included but not

limited to:



Retainer 2
£20,000/month

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the deep science.

Top-tier bio/deep tech deal flow from pre-seed through

to Series A onwards. 

Moonshot specific option for bio/deep tech deals

Life Science real estate investment opportunities

(coming soon).

Top-tier introductions for investment in secondary

market tech companies.

VC deal flow for GPs looking to raise funds in the

bio/deep tech space.

All services from Retainer 1 included along with the highest

of quality, pre-vetted deal flow from founders to GPs of VC

funds and secondary market tech companies. Including but

not limited to:

 
For exclusivity retainers in Private Equity, email - info@pointscienceanalytics.com


